
Do your current Organizational
Change Management (OCM)

practices need a review and refresh?

Do you have a structured approach
to effecting people change?

People Engagement
Framework

watershedci.com

Are you struggling to define a
people change management

strategy that fits your organization?
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People Engagement Framework
Engaging people and managing change in the work-
place remains unpredictable. Over the past 10 years, 
awareness of the impact of change – both to people 
and of people undergoing transformation – has 
grown amongst organizations. An undeniable 
correlation exists between low levels of change 
maturity and high levels of adoption failure rates. 
From an industry perspective, the penny has finally 
dropped – there’s much more to change than
communication and training.

As a result, progressive organizations now welcome 
the second generation of organizational change 
management – the ability to integrate a structured 
approach while maintaining flexibility. While they 
recognize the need to define an OCM framework, 
many organizations either lack the qualified
resources necessary to undertake this work or 
harbour doubts as to the e�ffectiveness of the one 
that exists. This is the value of Watershed CI’s People 
Engagement Framework. Based on Watershed CI’s 
core principle of Change Integration™, we embed 
sound initiative management practices within our 
People Engagement Framework – this allows organi-
zations to grow change capabilities that fit their 
needs and enhance their probability of success.

WCI People Engagement Framework Model:

EVALUATE
Evaluate all aspects of the change 
including impact to people, process 

and technology.

DEFINE
Define a comprehensive strategy, 
design tactical plans and identify

change integration points.

FACILITATE
Execute plans while measuring and 

analyzing change readiness.

SUSTAIN
Reinforce change performance, 

ensure sustainment and prepare for 
operational handover.



Our framework employs:

      Comprehensive people change management best practices;
        Conscious inclusion of cultural considerations;
        Integration of industry-leading organizational design elements within relevant processes.

Our clients benefit from:

      Impartial assessment of current environment;
        Customized, turn-key solution;
        Consistency of OCM practice;
        Methodology designed to increase organizational capability and boost initiative success.

In addition to the model, our People Engagement Framework includes:

      Work breakdown structures
        Process maps
        Guidelines
        Tools
        Templates

Our People Engagement Framework spans the full spectrum of change, from an isolated component to a total, integrated, end-to-end 
capability. We’ve built the model with scalability and flexibility in mind; as such, it can be applied to creating, evolving or assessing 
OCM frameworks dependent on an organization’s needs.



Why Watershed CI?
As experts in the field of Change Integration™, we recognize that one size does not fit all. Each client comes with distinctive needs,
culture, level of maturity and tolerance for complexity. We weigh these factors when selecting the appropriate solution – this ensures 
the suite of deliverables achieve high-quality, customized results.

To stimulate and sustain success, our professionals:

 Develop an understanding of the client’s change appetite and maturity;
 Customize our People Engagement Framework to fit the client’s context;
 Integrate initiative management best practices throughout.

Whether you are looking to create or evolve your OCM practices, the People Engagement Framework provides a comprehensive 360°
perspective, allowing optimal performance, and positive bottom-line impact.

Interested in achieving better results more consistently? Speak to our practice leader today.

Michael Riall, President
T: 647-427-5571, ext. 147
M: 416-605-0877
mriall@watershedci.com
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